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ANDREA SELESTOW: You may consider this
incomprehensible as it seems so theoretical, however it can
be illuminated by an example. Father Malachi was both an
exorcist priest, able to sense the police nature of the work of
being a Catholic priest and simultaneously able to command
the elements in both his understanding of the English
language to write 700 page books over and over again. How
he attained to this knowledge was through the heart, the
Threefold Flame in what was going on at the Vatican.
FATHER MALACHI: I was there at the Vatican but you see
through the heart and divine mind, that you see the
mysteries.
But the words have
amazed many, that there
could be such detailed
descriptions of what were of
these worlds of the heart that
the heart would penetrate that
even the typist on the instant
knew this was the work of
one ascended, and did read
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the books over and over again to learn for principle and
teaching, not just for story, although story at this level is also
the lesson and instruction.
JESUS CHRIST: When you touch of the hem of the garment
of one ascended, you traverse the miles in heavenly
highway.
JARVIS RAYMOND: People looked to Father Malachi in the
broad news reports for the truth about the Fatima prophecy.
However it was not for a long time, much later in how it
was that the Berlin Wall came down, how it was that there
was a domino effect on the Eastern bloc nations that had
been swallowed up by the fascist Soviet Union.
FATHER MALACHI: It was through Pope John Paul II
actually, what work he did. And you might say, he
followed the star of his heart— the Threefold Flame in what
it dictated as reason, as love, as ultimate faith.
JARVIS RAYMOND: We only learned much later by his
confession that the Pope’s work at the Gdansk shipyards
with Solidarity was directly to mitigate the Fatima prophecy
of Mother Mary through Lucia or the three children who
took down the Fatima prophecies.
FATHER MALACHI: Thus you come to understand that the
Threefold Flame is capable of this level of work that cannot
be found in the solidarity of the fascists!
POPE JOHN PAUL II, Ascended: I was saved from the
Bulgarian assassin’s bullet by less than a quarter inch by the
Archaei Mother Mary from being totally paralyzed.
And thus, you see how it is— that you the Eagles,
must use what is a divine gift that you have as this faith, hope
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and charity residing in your heart, that I myself had taught
on, for so many years, that faith hope and charity, that is quite
the opposite of the Italian fascism that is also found to be a
part of any fascist mass exterminator leader.
MOTHER MARY: Here you see scientific invention through
the Agency of the Holy Spirit in the use of the Threefold
Flame.
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MOTHER MARY: It is in addition the path to heaven. You
are wayshower, as you live in the Religion of Christ Light.
MOSES: The Mother of God is a role that many will readily
understand. What we taught on with the Second Advent
students was the anti-mother forces now you can see clearly
as fascism or “fascist pig” is what is anti-mother.
ANDREA SELESTOW: The matter universes is as said, the
mother universe. How is it possible that you would
understand science without understanding matter or
mother?
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MOSES: The heavenly realms are then realms beyond this, so
then, pass the initiations on earth as we have described
them. Mother Mary holds an office in Hierarchy called the
Mother of God of the humans.
GOD SUYRA: God is Father.
God is Mother.
God is Holy Spirit and Son.
You will find these truths
As you are initiated—
How can be it otherwise?
You cannot change one hair black or white.
You will find the same rules again and again.
Who meets you at death?
The Mother of God.
They have been the golden rule?
They have been the rules.
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